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All members and guests are invited to the Hand Tool
SIG monthly meetings. Even if you just have a
question about a tool that has been lying around your
shop and you don’t have a clue how to sharpen it or
use it, please stop in. We’re meeting at 6:30pm
before each regular club meeting, in the lower level of
the church building. Mike Brady

Shaker Box Workshop – Page 11

ShopSmith
Special Interest Group

Hands-On Demo
No hands on demo this month – we
need demonstrators. Have a favorite
technique, tool or jig you would like to
share with members? These demos
needn’t be anything elaborate – just
something of interest to woodworkers.
Volunteers should contact Mike Brady,
at 630-879-6051.
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The ShopSmith SIG meets quarterly. The next meeting
will be April 2nd at 6:30PM. We will be discussing the
ShopSmith speed control and how ShopSmith manages
to provide a mechanically variable speed tool. We'll
also show you how to take the speed control apart and
(properly) reassemble it so that it still works.
Join us and share your ShopSmith experiences. See
what others have been up to with this versatile little tool.
Dave Dockstader
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Calendar of Events
April 2013
Date
April 2
(Tues)
April 2
(Tues)
April 2
(Tues)
April 17
(Wed)

Time
6:30PM

Event
Hand Tool SIG

6:30PM

ShopSmith SIG

7:30PM

FVWWC General
Meeting
FVWWC Breakfast
Club
Red Apple
Restaurant
414 S. Schmale Rd

9:00AM

May 2013
Date
May 7
(Tues)
May 7
(Tues)
May 15
(Wed)

May 24-25
(Friday and
Saturday)

Time
6:30PM

Event
Hand Tool SIG

7:30PM

FVWWC General
Meeting
FVWWC Breakfast
Club
Red Apple
Restaurant
414 S. Schmale Rd
Shaker Box
Workshop
(see page x for
details)

9:00AM

March Meeting Review
As you all know, the March meeting was
cancelled due to the snow storm. Dave Burk
will try to reschedule the Festool program for
later in the year.
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FVWWC General Meeting
April 2, 2013
Carole Floate
WOOD MARBLING
I have been turning wood since the mid 90's. I
got hooked on wood turning when my husband
signed me up for an all day demo with John
Jordan who is a nationally known wood turner.
When I saw those ribbons of wood flying
through the air and piling up on the floor I knew
I had to do that. For as long as I can
remember I have loved working with wood.
The beauty and fragrance of the different
woods is like Christmas time. Everytime a
piece is turned surprises show up as well as
challenges. From the beginning I looked for
pieces of wood that would have natural
features and was exciting to see them as the
piece was turned. Many of my pieces are
embellished by natural features of the wood bark inclusions, spaulting, burls.
Today I am doing more sculptured pieces that
are embellished by carving, stippling, marbling,
and painting. Marbling is what got me to move
into more sculptured pieces. I found it so
fascinating to manipulate the colors in ways
that enhanced the wood. But a lot of my
pieces start out being painted with a dark or
black backgroud that has become the canvas
for the marbling.
I have participated in many juried shows and
art fairs, have won "best of show" and "best of
media" numerous times. I am active in the
Chicago and Wisconsin woodturners clubs, do
club demos both turning and marbling, and I
teach woodturning at the local Woodcraft
stores. I am involved in over ten galleries
located in the Chicagoland area, Indiana,
Wisconsin and Michigan and involved with
many organizations and do individual tutoring
in woodturning.
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FVWWC Officers & Staff
President:

Past President:

John Gesiakowski
president@fvwwc.org
Tom Sharp

FVWWC
Special Interest Groups
Shopsmith
SIG Chair:

Dave Dockstader
(630) 851-8118

Hand Tool SIG
Chairmen:

Mike Brady
mbrady25@comcast.net
Mike Bridger
bridger.mike@gmail.com

thomas.sharp@sbcglobal.net

Vice President:

Mike Brady
mbrady25@comcast.net

Treasurer:

Doug Pfaff
dhpfaff@gmail.com

Secretary:

Ed Schalk
secretary@fvwwc.org

Program Committee:

Dave Burk
Krub411@yahoo.com

Shop Tour Organizer:
Membership:

Norm Musur

Email Us:

Steve Fox
dcnfox127@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor:

FVWWC Website
http://fvwwc.org
woodworkers@fvwwc.org

Lee Nye
roadbiker123@gmail.com

Director of Communication /
Webmaster:
Mark Dreyer
woodworkers@fvwwc.org

Resources Chair:

Dave Dockstader

HELP WANTED

resources@fvwwc.org

Raffles:

Gail Madden
Norm Musur

Photographer:

open

Show & Tell MC:

Rich Russel

Show Chairman:

open

Toy Drive

Mike & Gail Madden

Member-at-Large:

Mike Madden

Audio/Visual Tech:

Dave Burk

Host:

Gail Madden

Greeter:

Dave Burk
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FVWWC has an opening for Show Chairman
and Photographer in 2013. If you are
interested, contact John Gesiakowski.
Also, if you are interested in another
committee or board position that is currently
filled, consider volunteering as a backup.
Learn the ropes from the current committee
chair and be available to sub when the
person is absent. For example, the
newsletter editor needs a sub to cover the
meetings he is unable to attend. This would
involve taking notes on the program, getting
show and tell project sheets, raffle results,
and taking some photos. Contact the
newsletter editor if you are interested.
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Howard's Corner
with Howard Van Valzah
Aka: The Woodorker

Most of my woodworking friends know that I am "big" on Festool. Their most valuable tool in my mind
is the mortiser which manages to drill a 1" wide mortise which mates with a "domino" and a matching
mortise in a mating piece. The mortising device is designed with many different attachments that
allow a woodworker to place the mortises in the same place on matching pieces. Unfortunately all of
them are based on square flat pieces, but I am using them to build furniture which is not always
square or flat. That means I have to "jury rig" unique clamping arrangements.
In the first photo you can see one unusual
clamping arrangement using Festool
clamps which lock into the Festool table.
The assembly you see here is for an
outdoor bench which I am making. The
part being clamped is the support for the
back of the bench and is held in place with
glue and dominoes. There are seven other
domino connections previously glued in
place shown in this assembly. Three
angled feet, two for the angled cross piece
which prevent tipping over, and two to
support the bench seating. It is almost
unbelievable the number of mistaken
mortises I drilled before I got them all in the
right place to match each other. Some
mistakes were my own lack of thinking properly and others were due to different machine edge guide
positions which were not used correctly. I would have preferred in some ways to use Miller dowels
where you can't make a mistake because both holes are drilled at the same time, but they aren't quite
long enough or strong enough for this application.
The second photo shows a close up of the Festool
clamps in place. Notice that one clamp goes down
through the table top one clamps to another piece of
the assembly, and a third one reaches over the edge
of the table. You see all of the Festool clamps I own
to just clamp one small part so you can readily see
why I went to the Festool catalog to buy more clamps,
only to be reminded that nothing from Festool is
modestly priced. Each of these clamps cost $50.
That got me thinking about finding a better and
cheaper way.
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The third and fourth picture shows how I modified a cheap Harbor Freight clamp to do the same job,
and do it even better because it will not allow the clamp to sink down to the table to when it is
disconnected. I'm seriously thinking of drilling holes in the Festool clamps so I don't have to pick
them up off the table top each time. The fourth picture shows the new clamp with the flip over
aluminum piece that holds the clamp under the table top. Now this becomes not only a Festool type
clamp, it has very wide use on anyone’s work bench. All you need is a 3/4" hole, or holes drilled in
your bench top to hold pieces firmly in place. I have used hammered in bench top clamps but they
have not worked as well as this hand driven clamp. I could probably patent the idea but I don't want
to take the time to do it.
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(AKA Dave Dockstader)
I’ll be the first to admit – I’m cheap. I come from a long line of cheapskates. My mother used to say
she’d never rest comfortably unless I got the casket on sale. I once had a boss who tried to describe
me as frugal, but my wife corrected him and told him I was just cheap. So here is the first of what I
hope will be several articles to employ my one well-known skill.
I have a 14” Rockwell band saw which I really like. Unfortunately, it’s in one of the darker areas of my
shop and my eyes aren’t what they used to be. So I started looking for a light I could attach to the
band saw. Rockler had a very nice one with a magnifying glass even – for $60! That sent chills down
my spine. So I thought I’d come up with a cheaper solution.
I turned to my favorite cheap source – Harbor Freight. We all know HF for its tools, most of which are
good for one or two uses before they totally disintegrate. Of course, there are other sources for tools
like that. I’d be happy to show you the mail order tap and die set I got that literally twisted a tap like a
corkscrew the first time I used it. But I digress. Anyway, I’m cautious with Harbor Freight, but in
general I like their prices and many of their products if you are judicious in what you buy.
I started out with some magnets. I really like their magnets. These
beauties are ceramic and two of them cost $1.49 (right now they are
on sale in the store for $1.19, but this was before the sale). I did have
a 20% coupon (you do cut those out of all the brochures they put in
the paper and mail, don’t you?), so that brought them down to $1.29
with tax. I really only needed one, but I’m sure I’ll find a use for the
other.
Then I needed a light. This little beauty goes for $6.99, although I
have NEVER actually seen it for that. Usually, it’s on sale for $1.99
and often just 99 . Sometimes they are two for $2.99. They even
come with a battery installed. A new Harbor Freight just opened up
near me, so I had a coupon for a free flashlight with any purchase.
See that large purchase above – it worked. So for $1.29 I had a light
and a means of attaching it to the band saw. Regrettably the flashlight
isn’t ferrous. It’s aluminum, so it wouldn’t stick to the magnet. The
side of the flashlight is not flat, so I couldn’t glue it to the magnet.
What to do, that’s still cheap!
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I found an old, small mending plate in my junk drawer. It was a little long for what I needed, so I cut
off the holes on either end and ground it down a little. It fit perfectly between the knurled bands on
either end of the flashlight. I spread a little medium viscosity super glue (I know – cyanoacrylate or
something like that, but I can’t spell it) right over the “Harbor Freight Inc.” printed on the side. Then I
held the modified mending plate against it until the glue set.

The glue holds fine, the light is adjustable enough so I can point it where I need it, and it only cost
$1.29. (For the safety conscious, I know the blade support is too high. I was just taking a picture, not
resawing this wood.) Next time we’ll talk sawdust removal from your band saw tires.
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Woodpecker’s Tip of the Month
Band Saw Trick, by Dan Miller

The traditional way to make a finial on a band saw is to mark the pattern on one side of the wood, cut it out and save
the waste to be taped back on to cut the other sides. With an intricate pattern, this was impossible. I found a better
way to do it.
I screwed the block of wood to a little sled that insures it is
kept perpendicular to the bed of the band saw. Above the
wood, I screwed a pattern to the sled. Now, I simply
followed the pattern to cut the wood. When one side was
finished, I unscrewed it, rotated the wood and screwed it
back on the sled. I think the method is better than the old
tape it back together way. It worked well for me to make a
pedant and finial for an 1890's newel post as seen below.
The first one I made I did not have sides on the sled. I
found out the hard way that the bandsaw can pull the finial
down so the sides are crucial.

Bandsaw following the pattern – sled without sides

Sled with sides
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Finished finial after some sanding
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Editor’s Woodfiller
Are you covered?
Insurance is a necessary evil in life and insurance companies are often viewed with suspicion by the
public – with some justification, I think. I was recently relating my personal experience with
homeowner’s insurance coverage for wood shop tools and was encouraged to share the story in the
newsletter. First of all, I am not an expert on insurance and will not recommend for or against any
particular company. Do your homework and seek the best fit for your needs.
I long had a basic operating mode when it comes to auto and homeowners insurance. I get multiple
quotes, check the company ratings, and pick the lowest cost company. Often I have found that a
company that gives me an attractive initial rate increases the premium after the initial period – kind of
a bait and switch strategy. The fact that no claims for loss have occurred does not seem to matter.
This does not work with me and rate increases trigger a new rate quote seeking process. A company
that keeps its rates stable will keep my business for several years before I check rates again.
A few years ago, my insurance company raised its premiums substantially and I chose a new
company that saved me considerable premium cost. This was a large nationally advertised company
with a good rating and service reputation and I was pleased to move my policies to them. After
getting all the paperwork done, the company mailed me their policies and eventually I got around to
scanning through them. Imagine my chagrin to discover that coverage for my shop tools was limited
to $2000 or so in their limits of liability section. It is typical to find limits of one or two thousand dollars
for firearms, jewelry, electronic equipment, and such, but not I think for tools. Yes, tools and items
used for business purposes are typically limited or excluded from homeowner’s policy coverage. But
my tools, like most of us, are for personal use only. Given a $500 or greater deductible, many of us
would get no coverage for a partial loss of our tools and woefully insufficient coverage for a total loss.
Some of us probably have more than $2000 in our router bit collection alone! The discovery of this
inadequate coverage led to a call to my agent and a request for a rider to add more coverage.
Unfortunately, the company did not offer any options for more coverage of tools. I cancelled my
policies and picked another company that had no specific limits to loss coverage on my tools.
This experience led to a new procedure in my insurance quote process. Before I sign up with a new
company, I ask the agent to email me a pdf file of their policy – not a brochure, but the actual policy.
Even though the agent says tools are not limited, I check the policies anyway. This review may
reveal other surprises for limitations you were not expecting. While most standard homeowner’s
policies do not cover loss due to flooding from the outside, they also may exclude losses due to
sewer backups or sump pump failures. If you have a basement shop, you might want to add sewer
backup and sump pump coverage. A few years ago, Naperville had a “100 years” flood. However,
most home basements were not flooded due to the overflowing river, but rather the extended power
failure and no sump pump draining of ground water.
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While we are on the subject of insurance, here’s another suggestion. My father was in the property casualty insurance business for many years. He strongly recommended taking photographs of your
personal property and keeping them in a safe place – off premises. Insurance claims adjusters aim to
settle fairly but for the minimum cost to their company. They often encounter claims from their
insured that exaggerate the quality and value of lost items. For example, an insured claiming the
stolen tools are high end “Festool” brand, when all the other tools they see are “Harbor Freight”.
Inventory lists of items are helpful but could still be disputed by a skeptical claims adjuster. A digital
photo of your tools will help validate your claim and remind you of what you had. And, it is easier to
document your tools with pictures then manually listing an inventory. (Just make sure the pictures
you take do not reveal unsafe conditions like piles of sawdust or improperly stored flammables!)
Take digital photos of your shop tool inventory – maybe once a year, including the contents of
cabinets and drawers. Copy the digital files to a flash drive or writeable DVD disk and keep it in your
safe deposit box.
I hope this helps and that you will never need to use your insurance.

Lee
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Shaker Oval Box Workshop
The DuPage Woodworkers Club has scheduled a Shaker Oval Box Workshop for May 24 and 25,
2013 which is also open to FVWWC members. The workshop gives participants a hands-on
experience in making a nesting set of five oval boxes in cherry. The fee includes all materials,
instruction booklet, and the use of tools during the workshop. Along the way, you will learn some
background on the Shaker life and craftsmanship.
A general presentation on Shaker box making will be offered Friday evening open to FVWWC and
DPWWC members from 6pm to 7:30pm. The hands-on work for paid participants will start Friday
evening at 8pm and finish about 10:00pm. Hands-on work continues on Saturday from 8:00am to
3:30pm - a box lunch will be served on Saturday. The sessions will be held at St. James the Apostle
Church in Glen Ellyn where DPWWC meets. The final workshop details will be communicated to
participants in May.
Cost of the workshop will be $125 per person, including lunch on Saturday. Not bad, considering the
benefits of the instruction and experience in box making, and you will leave the workshop with five
nice shaker boxes worth the cost alone.
Our instructor will be John Wilson who conducts woodworking classes all over the country. John has
been leading these classes for 30 years, teaching at Lansing (Michigan) Community College, Kelly
Mehler’s School, and woodworking seminars. His business, The Home Shop, supplies the box
making trade. John writes for Popular Woodworking, Fine Woodworking, and WoodenBoat
magazines. Check out John’s website for more information: www.shakerovalbox.com
If you are interested in attending the Saturday May 24-25 workshop, send Lee Nye an email
(roadbiker123@gmail.com) to be added to the list. If we reach the maximum participants, we will
have a standby list. Advance payment of the class fee by will be necessary by April 24 to confirm
your registration for the workshop.
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FVWWC General Meeting
April 2, 2013
7:30 pm
Carole Floate
WOOD MARBLING

Hand Tool
SIG
April 2, 2013
The Hand Tool SIG meets,
January through November, at
6:30 pm, before the regular
meeting at Bethany Lutheran in
the lower conference room. Anyone interested in
the use of hand tools is welcome to join us for
discussion of this fascinating area of
woodworking.
We will learn by sharing the experiences of using
and caring for traditional hand tools.

ShopSmith
SIG
April 2, 2013
The ShopSmith SIG meets
quarterly. The next meeting will
be April 2 at 6:30 pm, before the
regular meeting at Bethany
Lutheran. The topic is Speed Control Rebuild.
Join us and share your Shopsmith experience
and find out what the rest of us have been up to
with our machines.

Hope to see you there!

Mike Brady
mbrady25@comcast.net

Mike Bridger
bridger.mike@gmail.com
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Dave Dockstader
630-851-8118

sourceror@sbcglobal.net
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Fox Valley Woodworkers Club
General Meetings held at:
Bethany Lutheran Church
8 S Lincoln St. - Batavia, IL
On the 1st Tuesday of each Month at 7:30 pm
Doors Open at 6:30 p.m.
Visitors Always Welcome!
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